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ABSTRACT
Public sector services are going through an extensive digital reformation, which intends to improve the quality of these services. A user-centered design (UCD) approach and skills are required if citizens are involved in the public services’ production. In this paper we present a study in which we utilized the UCD Competency Model. The data for the study was collected in interviews with key informants from three exemplary public digital service projects. We used Critical Discourse Analysis methodology to reveal interviewees’ explicit opinions and underlying assumptions about different aspects of UCD and required competencies among stakeholder groups. Our results indicate that public servants have favorable ethos and willingness to invest on UCD. Still, there is a need to reconsider the citizens’ role as genuine participants, and norms that guide public service production. The study served as validation of the UCD Competency model, proving it applicable in the field as a thought-provoking trigger of change.
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INTRODUCTION
Extensive digitalization of public sector services is expected to improve the efficiency of public service production as well as the quality of these services. The recent economic climate and major demographic changes increase the motivation for public sector digital reform [2]. In Europe, there are national initiatives aiming at ambitious e-government infrastructures [3, 4], and also the European Commission calls for information and communication technology (ICT) enabled public sector innovations in its member states [1]. Without adequate attention on citizens’ role in public sector digitalization, the endeavor may produce more issues than it solves. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the involvement of citizens in public service production as an additional resource [5], or as participants in policymaking [6, 7]. E-government innovations bring along new challenges. To meet citizens’ heterogeneous needs, special design capacities and abilities are needed [8]. To include usability in the procurement of government systems requires other kinds of knowledge [9, 10]. Involving citizens in co-design activities turns the focus on yet other design abilities [11, 12] that are required from members of the design team. Altogether, it seems to us that there is a demand for a comprehensive understanding of user-oriented skills, abilities, knowledge and competencies that facilitate designing better services for citizens.

In this paper we address citizens’ role in the public sector’s digital service development by presenting a study, in which we explored the competencies of user-centered design in the field. Our aim was to seek design practitioners’ skills, abilities and attitudes that could serve as good examples for forthcoming digitalization initiatives in the public sector.

As a promising instrument for user-centered design competency assessment, we introduce Nieminen’s recent model of User-Centered Design Competencies [13]. We set some real design cases against the model, and examined the applicability of the model on the field. Thus, our study served as validation for Nieminen’s model.

This study is grounded in sociological theories of practice and in the notion that all phenomena in our everyday lives, from the level of international politics to a single person’s work tasks, are shaped and enabled by social structures and meaning-making [14].

This study is part of a wider research study that examines user-centered design strategies in public digital service production in one Scandinavian country. This wider study
dictated our choices concerning the scope of this study, and selection of cases and actors.

**USER-CENTERED DESIGN COMPETENCIES AND DYNAMICS OF SOCIAL PRACTICES**

**Competency approach to User-Centered Design**
Throughout its history, User-Centered Design (UCD) has emphasized involvement of users and other stakeholders in the design process in all stages [15, 16], and UCD emphasizes the need for multidisciplinary design teams [17]. The design of interactive products and services requires deeply specialized skills and knowledge from various fields or domains, and it is essential for these multiple disciplines to have effective methods for collaborating with each other. This is where competencies and competency models come in to the picture. Competency models offer a way to structure and measure the “knowledge, skill or ability, personal characteristic or a cluster of two or more of these attributes” necessary for effective performance [18]. In the past, competency models have often been limited to performance management, facilitating dialog on human resources’ issues [19], or improving recruitment and employee selection practices [20]. However, past competency models also provide valuable tools for multidisciplinary UCD projects by identifying and clarifying the required skills, knowledge and characteristics [21], which ultimately contribute to improving both individual job performance and organizational effectiveness [22].

Some competency models cover parts of UCD (such as the Skills Framework for the Information Age [23] or the Software Engineering Competency Model [24]), but they do not sufficiently focus on the operational team level design practices that are interesting and relevant in user-centric design of digital services. This is why we chose a recently published UCD Competency Model by Nieminen [13] as a baseline for our study. This model is outlined in Table 1.

**UCD Competency Model**
The UCD Competency Model [13] covers the 12 most essential competencies for User-Centered Design. The model structures the competencies into four categories: User Strengths or Designer Strengths based on the role of the participant and Soft Skills and Hard Skills based on the innate or learned nature of the competency (e.g., skills and knowledge). The UCD Competency Model provides a short description and it defines three levels of expertise on a 5-point scale for each competency.

UCD Competency Model was validated through a questionnaire study where practicing designers were asked to apply the model to one of their recent projects. They used a provided spreadsheet as a self-assessment tool to analyze their team members’ and users’ competencies and also to provide feedback about the model. The original validation confirmed that the model does include the most relevant aspects of UCD, that it was found statistically reliable and valid and that it was capable to reliably distribute participants to different competency levels. [13]

Main challenges for applying the UCD Competency Model to real life projects were that the model was found quite time consuming. Time required to apply the model to a single project varied from 40 minutes to 4 hours. Also assessing some of the competencies from the point of view of all the stakeholders was sometimes found difficult. For instance, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Strengths</th>
<th>Soft Skills</th>
<th>Designer Strengths</th>
<th>Hard Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject Domain</strong></td>
<td><strong>Communication (C): Well-functioning and democratic communications are the most time consuming and critical part of design work.</strong></td>
<td><strong>User Involvement (UI): Capabilities in selecting the right users and working with them effectively.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Process and Methods (PM): Process, management and methodological excellence and the skills to adapt them.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience (SDE): (Tacit) knowledge, crafts and skills gained by (long) experience.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Multidisciplinarity and Collaboration (MC): Multiple points of view increase the eventual impact of design.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Problem solving and Designerly ways (PSD): Attitude and determination towards designing a change for the better and having the means to realize it in a responsible manner.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Technology and Market Potential (TMP): Awareness of advances in available technologies and relevant trends at target markets.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context Availability (CA): Access to real context of use, may be restricted or difficult to arrange.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Motivation and Ambitions (MA): Intrinsic motivation, self-improvement, professional ambitions, competitive salary and manageable workload create solid design conditions.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Conceptualization, Visualization and Validation (CVV): Skills in creating product concepts, prototyping and testing.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User Cultures, Social Networks and Practices (USP): Each user groups have their own language and culture that can be difficult to grasp and utilize in a design project.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Subject Domain Knowledge (SDK): Knowledge and skills gained by education and certification.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Subject Domain Experience (SDE): (Tacit) knowledge, crafts and skills gained by (long) experience.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. UCD Competency Model according to Nieminen, 2015
designers found it difficult to reliably rate the end users’ communication skills. [13]

Social Practices, Meaning and User-Centered Design
Social theories of practice give explanation to our everyday activities and their change. When empirical work activities are studied through these theories, focus can be aimed at, for example, human factors and their influence on different functions of the work [25]. In this study we examined design practitioners’ skills, abilities, and attitudes that make them do what they do. Therefore we adopted our viewpoint to design work practices from Shove and Pantzar [14], who construct their social practice theory form three elements: materials, competences, and meaning. According to Shove and Pantzar, emergence of new social practices requires active dynamic links between these three elements.

Many practices in our society emerge from the evolution of new material elements such as tools and technology [26]. Quite naturally, there must also be people skilled and knowledgeable enough to use appropriate tools and technology. Shove and Pantzar [14] argue that, in order to truly emerge as an established social practice, the activity must have a meaning to people in the given context. Only then can people engage themselves with this new activity.

The Figure 1 illustrates the three elements of UCD: material, competence and meaning. In addition to testing the second element (competence in UCD) we explore the third (meaning of UCD) in the context of public digital service development.

**Figure 1: Elements of the social practice of user-centered design, following Shove and Pantzar (2012)**

RESEARCH DESIGN

Scope of Research and Research Questions
The purpose of our study was to explore citizens’ roles in public service production by studying competencies of user-centered design in the field within the scope of public service digitalization. Because of the link to a wider research study, we focused on public services that preserve and provide access to cultural heritage in one Scandinavian country. Through the primary author’s long work experience in the public sector and her personal contacts, we were able to classify ongoing digital service projects regarding their approach to UCD.

Positive design ideologists criticize the problem-based focus and decision paradigms, which, in their opinion, rule our current design processes, particularly in the field of ICT [27, 28]. The positive design approach implies that untamed real-world problems can be solved by building upon existing positive examples rather than examining problematic issues [27]. Taking this viewpoint, we decided to seek projects that give a positive example of the UCD approach. In other words, we wished to learn what works in terms of UCD competency, instead of finding deficiencies in that area. There is already evidence in the literature about public sector ICT projects that lack user-perspective [see, e.g., 29].

In our opinion, there are enough good examples with supporting evidence about UCD methods can be used and what kind of professional expertise should be involved in service development. Since the symbolic significance (the meaning associated with UCD) may affect the direction to which this social practice evolves [14], we wished to turn our attention on that aspect of design practice.

From this contemplation we composed our first research question: What constitutes exemplary UCD Competencies and attitudes for building digital services in the public sector? We also wanted to know, if there were still some deficiencies in team members’ competencies, hindering an optimal user-centered approach.

One of our study aims was to validate Nieminen’s UCD Competency Model [13] in the field. We wanted to examine some issues that were unaddressed in the previous study. Specifically, we wished to set the model against everyday activities and observe UCD practitioners’ response to it.

Therefore, our second research question was: How does the UCD Competency Model integrate with the practice of developing public digital services?

When combined, answers to these questions should illuminate practitioners’ perceptions of UCD Competencies in the public sector.

Research Methodology: Critical Discourse Analysis
Work-related human activities can be seen as social practices that have their own characteristics and dynamics [14]. Thus, UCD as part of ICT development work can be analyzed as a social practice by using the conceptual instruments provided by sociological theories.

Different variations of discourse analysis provide theoretical framework and methodology for analyzing social practices and their constitution in and from discourses [30]. At the core of discourse analysis theories is the thesis that social and cultural processes are discursive. This means that processes of text production and consumption can reveal the characteristics of related social practices [30-32].

Discourse analysis has been recognized as a legitimate methodology for the research of societal power relations, especially in transdisciplinary studies of media, political and organizational discourses [32, 33]. Despite its apparent suitability to studies of human perceptions, there seems to be only a few studies that utilize discourse analysis in the context of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Recently,
more interesting studies advocating the importance of discourses for revealing problematic HCI design issues have emerged [34-36]

Despite the fact that there is scarcely supportive evidence, we believe that discourse analysis can serve as an effective method for examining the perceived competencies in the context of digital service development. By analyzing professionals’ language use we can also reveal their discursive practices and how they identify their own and other team members' skills and abilities in their speech.

![Figure 2: Levels of analysis in this study, mapped on Fairclough's (1995) three-dimensional model of Critical Discourse Analysis](image)

Of the various approaches to discourse analysis, we chose the Faircloughian Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), because it seemed most appropriate for revealing spoken and unspoken opinions and practices. Critical Discourse Analysis aims to illuminate unrealized problems, possibilities and taken-for-granted ideologies [30-32]. CDA pays attention to the language, the discourses revealed from the use of language, and social practices that are constituted by and from the discourses [30]. The analysis of discourses cannot detect all variables of cultural activity, but it can indicate existing practices related to certain discourses [31, 32].

Fairclough’s model for critical discourse analysis has three dimensions: text, discursive practice, and social practice (see Figure 2). In this study we were able to apply only the first level (text) in full extent, and the second level (discursive practice) partially. Researchers rarely have access to real life settings where discourses occur [30]. Still, it is considered acceptable and useful to conduct the analysis on available levels, since this analysis may reveal some aspects that indicate relevant discursive practices, or social practices.

**Data Collection: Three Cases from the Field**

We obtained the data for this study from three public digital service projects. We chose these projects from ongoing public ICT projects in the country, because they were known to represent exceptional approaches to users’ needs. Each of these projects had hired or acquired personnel solely for user interaction design. According to literature, managerial strategies that allow resources in UCD are not overly common in the public sector [37]. Overview of projects can be seen in Table 2.

The first project (A) aims at developing an online service for acquiring material from various cultural heritage repositories. The system is developed within a public institution, and there is also a team of interaction designers in the unit responsible for the service. The first version of the interface was published in 2013, but the project is still operational, and the service has not yet reached its maturity.

The second project (B) aims at developing a national online service that integrates information from several back-end repositories, and integrates various government and other public services to the same interface. The outcome of the project was launched some months after the interviews. The team responsible for building the system consisted of in-house developers in a government office and outsourced experts. Design activities involving user needs and user interfaces was outsourced to a small/medium enterprise specialized in service design.

The third project (C) differed from the previous two in its scale and aims. It is a typical public acquisition of ICT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Purpose of the service / target group</th>
<th>UCD Designers' Status / personnel per year</th>
<th>Interviewee's role in the project</th>
<th>Analysis units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>(Project B)</td>
<td>(Project B)</td>
<td>3 Interaction Designers</td>
<td>P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project A</td>
<td>National e-government service / citizens in a nation</td>
<td>Outsourced / 2–5</td>
<td>Content Manager Project Manager Service Designer</td>
<td>P1, P2, P7, P8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project B</td>
<td>National discovery service for materials of science and culture / citizens in a nation</td>
<td>In-house / 1–3</td>
<td>Interaction Designer Project Manager</td>
<td>P3, P9, P10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project C</td>
<td>Digital library / citizens with reading disabilities in a nation</td>
<td>Outsourced / &lt;1</td>
<td>Interface Designer Project Manager Interface Designer</td>
<td>P4, P6, P11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot test + 3 projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 Interviewees</td>
<td>11 documents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overview of analyzed projects and research material
All interviews included a walkthrough of the UCD Competency Model (see Table 1). We asked interviewees to roughly describe their understanding of the level of each competency among different stakeholder groups. We reminded them of other groups, if they seemed to answer only on behalf of the most apparent group responsible for a competency. Finally, we asked interviewees’ opinion of the model.

Altogether, we interviewed eight people, two of them were interviewed in two sessions. Altogether, there were 11 interviews resulting in 12 hours of recorded material. The recordings were transcribed into 11 documents (130 total pages) for further elaboration.

**Validity and Reliability**

Qualitative research entails inductive and interpretative elements, and therefore validation instruments for each study must be in conformance with chosen theoretical frameworks and methodologies [38]. We paid attention to validity and reliability issues by following suggested protocols of CDA [30], and maintaining coherence throughout the process.

We viewed the data through multiple theoretical viewpoints to ensure construct validity. This technique can reveal meaningful aspects of the phenomenon as well as other, more typical forms of triangulation [38]. The primary author was in charge of conducting interviews and transcript coding. Therefore, to ensure internal validity of the findings, the other author checked the codes and constructs and evaluated interpretation of discourses.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

Operationalization of unstructured qualitative material requires a systematic approach and tools for data management [38]. We used Atlas.ti software for coding identified conceptual constructs from interview transcriptions, and for pattern recognition. In addition, we used normal office software for representation purposes. We did not conduct any statistical analyses, because the data set was relatively small and we did not consider comprehensive data quantification meaningful for the purpose of the study.

**Two Levels**

Following the Faircloughian Critical Discourse Analysis methodology [30-32, 39], we analyzed the material on two levels: the textual level and the discursive level. In practice this meant that we coded the material in several iterations: first we looked for expressions on the textual level and then on the discursive level.

The textual level analysis reveals explicit expressions and the obvious use of language. The aim is to operationalize natural language expressions into concepts (codes) that help identify of patterns or themes.

On the discourse level, the aim of analysis is to detect patterns of articulation, and explicit or implicit expressions of power relation. Linguistic values may also serve as indicators of meaning. Therefore, the analyzer must look for...
linguistic clues (such as significant terms, use of verb tenses or exaggerations of detail) to find all relevant expressions.

The analysis of social practices, which is the ultimate level of analysis, requires access to a wider set of discourses in the given social context. However, findings from other levels may indicate potential social practices and their dynamics.

**Three Phases**
We analyzed the material in three phases that aimed at three distinct goals: 1) Identification of opinions about the model and its applicability to practice; 2) Identification of UCD competencies and differences within each project; and 3) Identification of underlying power relations and attitudes. Overview of these phases can be seen in Table 3.

The first phase served our aim to validate the UCD Competency Model in the field and test practitioners’ responses about it. We looked for informants' explicit opinion statements about the UCD Competency model and we processed those using descriptive codes. In this phase, we traced concepts of Nieminen’s model and interviewees’ positive or negative assessments of the model and its aspects. Also, the second phase served our aim to validate the model, but in this phase we looked for interviewees’ perception of their project stakeholders’ skills and competencies. From their assessment results, we could conclude if the model served in real world situations.

Because we abandoned the questionnaire form, we asked interviewees to use distinctive statements when describing their team members’ or project stakeholders’ skills and abilities. During the analysis, we first coded the interviewer’s questions and respective answers following the UCD Competency Model. In order to distinguish assessments given in natural language, we then looked at interviewees’ expressions through the lens of the status characteristics theory by Berger et al. [40]. We processed the material identifying dual characteristics as *high status* or *low status*, when such intention could be interpreted from the text.

The last phase served most our primary aim to explore digital service developers’ perceptions of UCD Competencies in the public sector. This phase required synthetization codes and findings from previous phases, as well as new coding and interpretations.

In the third phase we needed auxiliary instruments for operationalizing interviewees’ discourses and ideologies. When browsing through the material, we detected expressions that indicated some type of value in relation to user-centered design. We coded them using two of Graeber’s [41] types of values: sociological and economic. In addition, informants referred occasionally to external norms, such as WCAG-guidelines. These references were coded as normative value expressions, following Bicchieri’s [42] viewpoints.

**RESULTS**

**First Phase: Opinions of the UCD Competency Model**
The textual level analysis provided findings concerning interviewees' opinions of the UCD Competency Model.

In response to aggressive objections about the use of the evaluation form, we abandoned it and used the model as a basic structure for the interviews. This decision was supported by our findings from actual interviews, since interviewees, particularly from Projects B and C, emphasized the importance of discussion with interviewer (6 occurrences), interpretation of options with the interviewer (6 occurrences), or the interviewer’s help regarding the different aspects of the model (8 occurrences).

Interviewees found the identification of relevant stakeholder groups very useful and considered using that method in their future projects. They mentioned that assessment of competencies between these groups was difficult. They considered skills more typical for a single person than for a group (7 occurrences). Also, assessment of end users’ skills against the model seemed more difficult than for other groups.

After the pilot test, interviewees expressed more positive than negative statements about the model. Some informants appreciated the model because it provoked thoughts towards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Goal of analysis</th>
<th>Constructs for coding</th>
<th>Conceptual framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identification of opinions about the model and its applicability to practice</td>
<td>Expressions of assessment: positive / negative Aspects of model under interviewee’s judgement</td>
<td>Nieminen, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identification of UCD competencies and differences within each project</td>
<td>UCD Competency Model question-answer dyads Expressions of status: high / low</td>
<td>Nieminen, 2015 Berger et al., 1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Aligning phases of analysis with different conceptual frameworks
different aspects of design, others anticipated using a similar kind of reflective assessment in their future projects.

**Second Phase: Assessment of Project Stakeholders’ Competencies**

Our findings from the second phase were based on both textual and discursive level analyses. In the next chapters, we indicate detected differences in skills and the perceived higher or lower status of each group in relation to others.

**User Strengths:** Interviewees considered end users most experienced in their own subject domain (SDE), context (CA), cultures and practices (USP), but interviewees also mentioned that users may not be aware of these in a usable way. Furthermore, interviewees thought that users know only their own spheres, and are often not aware or interested in other users’ needs.

Designers in Projects A and B were considered more skilled in User Strengths than the users themselves, partly because they were seen as target group members (i.e., citizens) themselves. Thus, designers were perceived to have the highest status in User Strengths.

In Project A, there was also a notion that among other interest groups there are government offices and entities whose User Strengths can vary from extremely poor to exceptionally good, depending on their motivation and awareness about user-centered design.

**Soft Skills:** Only 3 interviewees out of 8 gave any comments about end users’ communication (C) and collaboration skills (MC). Others commented that these competencies were not relevant for end users at all.

None of the groups was considered to have a particularly high or low status in regard to Communication, Multidisciplinarity, or Collaboration. However, all stakeholder groups, including end users, were considered highly motivated and ambitious in relation to these projects and their outcomes.

**Designer Strengths:** Interviewees considered this set of skills most irrelevant in relation to end users’ competencies. One of them expressed that although one would involve users in co-design activities, end users are not expected to possess these skills.

Designers’ and developers’ skills in this aspect were considered the same or higher than average, but quite naturally, designers were given a considerably higher status than developers in their Designer Strengths.

Interviewees pointed out that particularly the groups that represented the customer service were very essential partners for designers since they knew best their end users’ language so they could provide irreplaceable help during the concept design phase. Thus, the status of these customer representatives was considered high.

**Hard Skills:** Again, Project Management in regard to end users caused complaints, since managerial tasks were not considered relevant from the end users’ perspective. However, for Projects A and B end users’ technology and market potential (TMP) skills were estimated high: target users expect high quality and modern public services. Project C also indicated such expectations, but noted that there may occur some resistance to change among their less technically oriented end users.

Thus, the last and most interesting comment came in regard to subject domain knowledge (SDK). An interviewee from Project A emphasized that there is no such thing as citizen education. He said that it is actually the objective of a citizen-friendly government service to reduce the need for such.

**Third Phase: Discourses of UCD Attitudes**

The third phase of our study examined professional discourses about experienced power structures and values, which was interpreted from interviewees’ expressions of their project in relation to their goals, different stakeholder groups, and society. Elaboration of the discourses from relevant codes can be seen in Table 4.

From all detected discourses we selected six most relevant.

- **Discourse of public servant ethos towards UCD.** In each project, user involvement was considered an essential element for getting better results. However, we understood that some of the interviewees did not speak of the produced service’s actual end users but of internal users. Still, a very strong public servant ethos was apparent in interviewees’ comments, particularly when they were speaking about their motivation to develop these public services with user-centered approaches.

  “We bring an altruistic public servant ethos to this.” (P1)

- **Discourse of patronization over end users.** All interviewees indicated strong faith in the power of design, and development teams’ ability to design a good service for their end users. Designers in Project C expressed strong professional user-centered design ethos. Although each project was proudly presented as user-centric, users had not been or were not intended to be involved in design activities other than user testing. One interviewee doubted end users abilities to express their needs, and others considered that it is the design team’s responsibility to aid users. Overall, we interpreted an underlying patronizing sentiment that users are not capable of acting for themselves, or understanding the restrictions of public service production.

  “...and customers would have brainstormed all kinds of widgets...” (P6)
Discourse of power game between design & technology. Each project seemed to require close co-operation between designer and technical developers. On many occasions, the designers’ mentioned the professional tension between designers’ demanding design goals and developers’ restricted technical approach. Also other project members addressed the power game between these professional groups, but stated their input and expertise were equally important for the outcome. Still, in each project the UCD designers were given the lead for development activities, at least to some extent.

“[Technical developers are] always pulling to another direction.” (P8)

Discourse of norms framing UCD. Altogether, interviewees’ made several references to external norms that either support or restrict design intentions. None of the norms were mentioned by more than one interviewee, but it seems that each of these norms have considerable meaning to some aspect of UCD competency in the team. For example, one informant mentioned that getting to know WCAG guidelines has improved his designer skills.

“Legislation puts it to a halt.” (P1)

Discourse of UCD serving as a catalyst of change. Interviewees implicated several areas where the user-centered approach or use of certain design methodologies had triggered fundamental change, not only in the scope of the project, but also in wider public service practices. Some of them considered this change as the primary goal of the entire project. We interpreted that there was a discourse indicating the user-centered design approach as a (desired or opposed) catalyst of change.

“Our role is to challenge their mental model.” (P8)

Discourse of more good will than understanding of UCD requirements. In each project, interviewees expressed their gratitude that their decision makers were willing to invest on UCD design. Such ICT policy was considered exceptional, although it is increasing. The Manager in Project A praised the recent governmental mandate to invest resources in UCD, although he also emphasized that the decision makers have more good will than understanding of the requirements in practice. Also representatives from Projects B and C expressed that ideals are far from getting UCD work into practice.

“[in the public sector, in relation to UCD] there is no top class knowledge in a way.” (P11)

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

Digitalization and innovation in the public sector requires open strategies and citizen-centric attitudes from public sector organizations [8]. This study provides practical insights into how these challenges have been faced in three exemplary projects that build public digital services in one Scandinavian country. Although these insights illuminate only a fraction of the field, we believe that the conclusions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power relation</th>
<th>Relevant codes</th>
<th>Appearance in project/s</th>
<th>Interpreted discourse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End Users – Professionals in the Project (incl. designers)</td>
<td>user-involvement-important end-user-emancipation public-servant-ethos</td>
<td>A, B, C B A, C</td>
<td>Public servant ethos towards UCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Users – Professionals in the Project (incl. designers)</td>
<td>users-need-professionals’-help UCD-ethos</td>
<td>A, B, C C</td>
<td>Patronization over end users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designers – Developers</td>
<td>power-game limited-resources</td>
<td>A, B, C A</td>
<td>Power game between design &amp; technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designers – Strategic level / society</td>
<td>normative-barriers supportive-norms</td>
<td>A, C C</td>
<td>Norms frame UCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD in the Project – Other roles in the Project</td>
<td>organization-centric catalyst-of-change</td>
<td>A, B, C A, B, C</td>
<td>UCD serving as a catalyst of change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD in the Project – Strategic level / society</td>
<td>willingness-to-invest ideal-vs-practice nobody’s-interest</td>
<td>A, B, C A, C A</td>
<td>More good will than understanding of UCD requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Aligning aspects of analysis with detected discourses
are transferrable to other projects and to the wider discussion about citizens’ role in public service production.

We found that there is a strong public servant ethos among team members, who are involved in building new digital services for citizens. All involved stakeholder groups seemed highly motivated in their work, and interviewees anticipated that also their end users are highly motivated. This perception may be explained by the innovative nature of the projects under investigation. Nevertheless, such public servant ethos may generate appreciation towards user-centered design (UCD) in general, and improve the status positioning and identity of UCD designers within the development team. In organizations, high status is understood as an indicator of quality [43], which in turn accelerates appreciated members’ performance and task competence [44]. Respect of UCD designers may thus create a positive loop that improves the outcome.

Our results revealed that people working in investigated projects appreciated decision makers’ willingness to invest on UCD expertise. At the same time, they doubted that practical requirements of UCD activities are fully understood. This is in conformance with the notion that attention paid to user experience in public sector institutions varies widely [37]. Our result indicate that there is also a variety of norms that public service developers must follow. It may require exemplary talent to balance innovative design intentions among norms that do not acknowledge the citizens’ active role.

When we looked for possible deficiencies in team members’ competencies, our attention was drawn to the finding that end users seem to be considered less competent in many aspects. This kind of patronizing attitude has been recognized in the literature in other user participation settings [35]. It is argued that group members’ perception of their intragroup status and respect influence their identity commitment and interaction towards the goal [45]. If end users are considered less competent from the beginning, their contribution to the outcome may not be utilized to the full extent.

In line with accepted discourse analysis practice, we studied only one side of the social interaction, the production of text in the context of an interview. Thus, we did not take into account discourses in natural social settings or other stakeholders’ except designers’, content and project managers’ viewpoint. Furthermore, the study stemmed from just one country and its sample size was relatively small. These limitations provide directions for future research.

Our study implies that the UCD Competency Model may very well be integrated into the practice of developing public digital services. Interviewees’ opinions support Nieminen’s findings [13] that the application of the model may be challenging. Nevertheless, designers perceived the model as thought-provoking. While design requires consideration of possible futures [26], building excellent design teams requires understanding of desired competencies as well as possible stakeholders. In such considerations, the UCD Competency model can serve as a catalyst of change, by provoking new ideas.
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